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THE WINDS OF POPULISM
NIEL FOURIE

South Africa is in the process of spring-cleaning its

Rally in France and Republican Donald Trump in

political landscape. People are appearing in court

the US — claim to represent the unified will of the

for alleged transgressions. The truth is coming

people. They stand in opposition to the privileged;

out through various inquiries and there’s a notion

pitting metropolitan elites against rural blue-collar

that the impunity of the Zuma years is being rolled

workers.

back. Institutions are being rebuilt from the top
down ... all while economic growth drags its feet in

The proportion of the western world voting for

hangover mode, and emerging-market blues weigh

populist candidates had risen to 35% in recent

heavily on our currency.

elections. This figure is starkly higher than at the
start of the decade (7%), after running at about

In essence, South Africa is undoing the remnants of

10% in previous decades (Graph 1). Indeed, such a

a period of home-made populism. And as we start

surge was previously seen only in the 1930s, after

accounting for the losses of our own ‘Donald Trump

the Great Depression. The populist vote jumped

decade’, world politics continue to battle with

from 4% to a peak of 40% in 1939, when elections

populism in various shades and at different levels

were halted as the world tumbled into the Second

of intensity.

World War.

In this quarter’s MacroTrends, we provide decision

Populism secures most of its support in rural

makers with a brief overview of present-day

areas. In the 2016 election, Trump lost in all of

populism.

America’s largest cities — often by huge margins
— but was carried to the White House by the rest

Us against them

of the country. This flameout in big-city America

In political science, populism is the idea that

replicated the pattern of Britain’s Brexit referendum

society is separated
into two groups

Graph 1 - A spike in populist sentiment

at odds with one
another: the ‘pure,
ordinary folks’ and
the ‘corrupt upper
classes’. The concept
can be broadly
defined as being antiestablishment. True
populist leaders —
Labour’s Jeremy Corbyn
in the UK, Marine Le
Pen from the National
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earlier that year, when the Leave campaign won

Turks; in Thailand it’s ‘rural reds’ versus ‘urban

overall, despite losing in almost all big cities.

yellows’; in the US, it’s the ‘red states’ against the
‘blue states’.

The urban–rural split also echoes an educational
divide. In the UK, 73% of voters who had finished

In South Africa, too, urban politics has started

school without educational qualifications

deviating from the national vote. In the previous

voted

for Leave, while 75% of those with postgraduate

local Government election, the ruling party lost

degrees voted for Remain. There was a similar

control of dominant metropolitan areas.

pattern in the US, leading Trump to exult, on the
campaign trail: ‘We love the poorly educated.’

Move into Europe, and the divide is even more
obvious (Table 1). As Italy swung towards populist

The same divide increasingly defines politics

parties in the recent election, Milan, the country’s

outside the main western hubs, spanning

richest city, resisted the trend and stuck largely

places with very different cultures and levels of

with the defeated centrists. In France, wealthy

development, such as Turkey, Thailand, Brazil,

central Paris has rallied behind the reforms of

Egypt, Israel — and South Africa.

President Emmanuel Macron, while populists thrive
in the country’s left-behind regions. As Hungary

In Turkey, the residents of upscale urban areas

and Poland have slid towards authoritarianism there

such as Beşiktaş, in Istanbul, are just as appalled

have been huge anti-government demonstrations

by their president, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, as

in their capital cities (Budapest and Warsaw,

people from Brooklyn are by Trump. But Turkey’s

respectively) while the ruling parties, led by Prime

traditional secular elite has been consistently out-

Minister Viktor Orbán (Hungary) and Jarosław

voted by pious small-town voters, mobilised by

Kaczyński (Poland), rely on small-town support.

Erdoğan. In Israel, while the country as a whole
has moved towards the nationalist right, Tel Aviv,

The cocktail of events that has caused populism

its most globalised city, has remained a bastion of

to jump in recent years has echoes of the 1930s:

secular liberalism, with a left-wing mayor.

a heady period of globalisation, modernised
economics and growing levels of inequality followed

The same division runs through South East Asia.

by a financial crash, an economic downturn and

In the Philippines, President Rodrigo Duterte, a

rising levels of nationalism.

Trump-style populist, won power after running
against the liberal elite. In Thailand, politics over

But one thing that is different this time around is

the past decade has been defined by a bitter and

that populism has gone hand in hand with strong

sometimes violent split between Bangkok, the

economic growth. The US, for example, has just

capital, and the rural north.

enjoyed nine years of strong economic expansion,
posting a remarkable 4.2% annualised growth in

Even the terms used to describe the divides are

the second quarter of this year. Europe has grown,

similar. In Turkey, they talk of ‘white’ and ‘black’

too: in 2017 the GDP of the EU expanded by 2.5%,
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its strongest performance in a decade.

Table 1 - Gains in support for European
populist parties

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

The most obvious modern-day trigger of populism

year, says the UN’s International Organisation for

internet, capital markets and international supply

is migration, specifically the migrant question

Migration. (Almost 120,000 did so during the same

chains have tied the global system closely together.

period in 2017.)

Social media has created once-unimaginable

in Europe and the sentiment it dispersed —

levels of public transparency — and ways for the

through a dense media grid — to groups that
are already prone to racial bias and job

The EU’s population is roughly 510 million. If the

electorate to express their views outside the ballot

insecurity in ageing economic industries.

EU were to receive 100,000 refugees and migrants

box and cross-fertilise ideas. It is therefore possible

this year, that would represent about one person

to question whether today’s populism is quite as

for every 5,000.

scary as it was in the 1930s.

Measured by the actual numbers of

However, when you ask EU citizens what their

Nevertheless, it’s unlikely that populism is to vanish

refugees and irregular migrants arriving

biggest fears are, some 38% put immigration at

overnight. Protests in Germany and gains by the far

this year in the 28-nation EU, there

the top of the list — higher than terrorism. In some

right in Sweden’s general election indicate that it

is no crisis. Measured by the impact

countries, public perceptions depart wildly from the

probably has not peaked yet. It’s possible that the

on European politics, however, there

facts. In the US, capitalising on misperceptions and

populist vote will rise above the 35% mentioned

is — a serious one that shows no sign

xenophobia worked well for Trump in his campaign,

earlier. In 1939 the dilemma ended in a world war.

of abating. This crisis expresses itself

during which he proposed to build a wall to keep

Today, we face proxy wars, trade wars, currency

in poisonous, polarising debates about

the ‘flood’ of Mexicans out of the US. All while the

wars and capital wars.

national identity and the place of Islam

facts show that the percentage of immigrants to

in Europe. It generates support for

the US who are Mexican dropped from 29.5% in

The South African approach

radical right-wing parties, drives centre-

2000 to 27% today. Mexico is also no longer the

The South African government has decided on a

right parties further to the right and,

top country of origin of the most recent immigrants

new angle to bridge the divide between ‘the zelite’

as we’ve seen in Germany, undermines

to the US. In 2013, China and India overtook

and ‘the poor’. It started in dramatic fashion:

coalition governments that it made

Mexico as the most common countries of origin

the announcement on 31 July by President Cyril

difficult to form in the first place.

of immigrants who have resided in the US for one

Ramaphosa that the ANC will support a change

year or less. And more Mexican immigrants have

in the Constitution regarding the expropriation of

According to the UN Refugee Agency,

returned to Mexico than have migrated to the US

land without compensation. This would be the first

the United Nations High Commissioner

since the end of the 2007–2009 Great Recession,

change to the Constitution’s Bill of Rights since its

for Refugees (UNHCR), there are 68.5

according to a Pew Research Center report.

adoption. (The Constitution itself has been changed

But is migration really a crisis that
justifies this wave of nationalism?

17 times since 1996, primarily minor and technical

million forcibly displaced people in
the world, 25.4 million of whom are

Populists recognise the power of adjusted memory.

refugees. The burden of caring for

America’s Trump, British Brexiters, Europe’s new

refugees in countries such as Iran,

nationalists — they all inhabit a rose-tinted past.

It is significant that Ramaphosa himself took the

Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey is higher

Nostalgia’s force lies in a human instinct to screen

initiative with the announcement. He certainly

than in the EU. Jordan has 89 refugees

out the bad while recalling the good. Prejudice and

strengthened his hand inside the party by

for every 1,000 inhabitants. By contrast,

political mind games are immune to facts.

weakening the voice of traditional populists. The
question, however, is: Did the president lose

just over 60,000 migrants and refugees
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adjustments.)

crossed the Mediterranean into Europe

Where is all of this heading? Fortunately, the world

the economy with his expropriation-without-

between 1 January and 12 August this

today looks very different to that of the 1930s: the

compensation announcement — an announcement
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that will put a severe dent in investor confidence?

hearings lend a voice to the nation. Addressing the

thin margins, the company has shown itself to be

Given the constraints on both fiscal and monetary

concerns of ordinary South Africans successfully

capable of generating reliable profits. Much of its

policy, investment is about the only lever

means that protection of property rights will not

increase in value over the last few years has been

Removing tourism roadblocks

Ramaphosa can pull to revitalise the economy.

come only from the Constitution but also from a

attributed to AWS, which allows other companies to

An analysis of tourism arrival figures for 2017 (10.3

He has, quite correctly, focused on that since

broad consensus in society. If only the Constitution

‘rent’ computing power and storage from Amazon.

million tourists) shows that while visitor numbers

his election in February. Going to his investment

stands between property rights and the deprivation

The division’s profits rose 80% to $1.6 billion in the

from visa-exempt countries grew impressively, the

summit in October with this albatross around his

thereof, it is not a very strong defence. Support

most recent quarter, making it more profitable than

opposite is true for visa-requiring countries. After

neck will not make his life easy.

for property rights from the broad base of the

Amazon’s retail operation.

the decision in 2017 that visas would no longer

population will strengthen those rights for all, not

or so-called ‘brute force’ password attacks.

be required for Russian tourists, Russian visitors

Both Ramaphosa’s and the ANC’s rhetoric is that

just for those who currently own property. And it

Losing faith in a system

increased by 52%. In sharp contrast to this, after

the Constitutional amendment will clarify the legal

will give investors the confidence to employ their

Less than a third (2.6 million) of South African TV-

visa requirements were imposed on New Zealand,

position on expropriation without compensation.

capital in South Africa.

licence holders paid their fees in 2017 (a 17.4%

the numbers dropped by 24%. The Minister of

decrease in revenue from the year before). The

Tourism recently announced plans to launch an

national broadcaster, mired in financial trouble as a

e-visa system by March 2019, making it easier

result of mismanagement, is owed a total of R25.5

for tourists to enter the country thanks to the

This really depends on the detail of the proposed
amendment. Will it grant more power to the state

TECHNOLOGY POINTERS

to expropriate or will it clarify existing powers? The
difference is huge. Will the safeguards of Section

Embracing our new intelligent partners

billion in outstanding fees. This continued trend of

online capture of visa and permit applications, and

25 be abolished or will the intrinsic powers of

According to the McKinsey Global Institute, artificial

declining numbers (which have been sliding for a

applicants’ biometrics. Plans are also in place to

Section 25 be spelt out in more detail? Ramaphosa

intelligence (AI) will add an extra $13 trillion (R199

number of years) is happening at a time when more

recognise the Schengen visa and valid visas for the

and the ANC are certainly trying to argue the latter.

trillion) to global economic activity by 2030. The

South African households own TVs than ever before

USA, Canada, the UK and Australia as sufficient for

researcher predicts that 70% of companies will

(an estimated 12.8 million). In Poland, the evasion

tourists to enter South Africa.

The second issue is how long it will take for that

adopt at least one form of AI during this time. The

rate is 65%. Elsewhere, 26% of Italians leave their

detail to emerge. Will it be before or after the

technology, which uses large data sets to copy

licences unpaid, 12% in Ireland and Sweden, 9% in

How can I direct your call … more efficiently?

2019 elections? The parliamentary timetable

human behaviour, could also add 1.2% to annual

Norway and 5% in the UK. Licence fees account for

In the UK, retailer Marks & Spencer is replacing

between now and the election is crammed and the

GDP growth by 2028. ‘Think about how the high-

roughly 15% of the SABC’s revenues.

call centre staff with artificial intelligence designed

process for changing the Bill of Rights is long. The

pressure compact steam engine moved beyond the

change may take place only after the election. The

factory, leading to a boom in rail and sea travel,’

Unforced human error

company is using software from technology

longer uncertainty persists, the more confidence

the report states.

Data breach reports have surged by 75% over the

companies Twilio and Google to automate the

last two years (in no small part due to the new

routing of calls. Previously, people calling M&S

Joining an exclusive (trillion-dollar) club

General Data Protection Regulation, which came

would have to speak to a human operator to be

Hot on the heels of Apple, Amazon has become

into effect in May and under which it is mandatory

transferred to the right department. The new

Expropriation without compensation is part of a

only the second publicly traded trillion-dollar

to report breaches). Most breaches were down

technology will be used in all 640 stores by the end

much bigger story than just short-term politics. It

company in history. To put this in context, a

to human error rather than hackers, according to

of September, as well as in its 13 call centres. The

is a story of exclusion and marginalisation that has

valuation of this size is about 5% of the total

an analysis by Kroll, with the majority of reports

company claims that technology correctly identifies

a long history. It is a story that is hugely important

GDP of the US. Amazon’s shares have more than

being the result of incorrectly addressed emails and

90% of queries and can direct a call within seconds.

for many ordinary South Africans. It symbolises

doubled in the last year (growing by 107%) as its

letters, lost paperwork and a failure to redact data.

economic hope.

online shopping empire has boomed along with

Of the breaches over the past two years where the

Dragging your feet can be a costly affair

its less-well-known cloud computing division,

cause was specified, only around 12.5% were due

After three years (and a perceived hesitance from

Amazon Web Services (AWS). After years of razor-

to malicious actions such as phishing, ransomware

the CEO), Uber has finally appointed a new CFO,

will deteriorate, and the more investment will be
harmed.

The current debate is healthy and the numerous
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to quickly deal with customer complaints. The
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Nelson Chai. His primary task will be stewarding

and engineers to report breaking news has claimed

Journal reported in September that Facebook had

been a rapid and extensive uptake of the design

the company’s initial public offering, scheduled for

that it is able to filter out 99% of false news

also asked large US banks to share card data with

principles embodied in mobile interface designs.

late 2019. Despite revenue being up 8% quarter-

stories. The Japanese start-up, called JX Press,

the social network. Advocacy groups have hit out

to-quarter ($2.7 billion), the company reported

uses machine learning to find stories in social

at the tech giants, saying it is exploitative and an

In October 2016 mobile devices were used more

adjusted losses of $404 million in the second

media posts and write them up as news reports

invasion of privacy that customers are being kept

than personal computers and laptops to access

quarter, compared to $304 million in the first. Uber

without the need for journalists. The Tokyo-

in the dark and given little choice about how their

the web. This shift has brought about a significant

has burned through $11 billion since it was founded

based company has 24 staff with an average age

sensitive financial information is being collected and

change in how customers interact with businesses.

in 2009, both on pushing its ride-hailing offering

of 29, two-thirds of whom are engineers. Their

used.

Mobile apps, websites and other digital platforms

into new regions and, more recently, on new

application works by inspecting social media posts,

ventures such as biking and scooter services. Over

and analysing text, photos and even exclamation

A long way to go … but it’s a start

that was never possible before. This opens a huge

the past year, it has rolled out its food delivery

marks to find breaking news in Japan on fires,

With US tech companies, including Facebook,

window for marketing products and services in a

service, Uber Eats, in a number of cities across

traffic accidents and other disasters. It also

Twitter and Google, under pressure to prevent

way that appeals to customers.

Europe, the Middle East and Africa, a segment

monitors overseas media and Twitter accounts that

foreign governments meddling in the US midterm

that now represents more than 10% of its gross

it considers trustworthy, seeking to be the first to

elections, the crackdown on fake news has finally

Forbes reports that South Africa now has more than

bookings. Uber executives have been vocal about

report major international developments. Once it

shifted into first gear. After receiving criticism for

21 million internet users, most of them on mobile

their plans to pour funds into viable new growth

has found news, its algorithms write the stories.

their general display of apathy and lack of action,

devices. If the UI/UX is done correctly, it can allow

opportunities while continuing to build existing

In 2017, it was the first to report on the half-

the social media giants have stepped up efforts to

a business to gain access to many customers who

revenue streams. Uber is spending between $125

brother of North Korean dictator Kim Jong-un being

take down thousands of fake accounts and pages

were previously out of reach.

million and $200 million on its driverless technology

killed by a nerve agent in a Malaysian airport. It

linked to Iran and Russia after finding a series of

development every quarter, and has fielded calls

reported the incident more than half an hour earlier

campaigns targeting UK and US politics. Twitter

Modern software design begins with a deep

from investors to sell the division.

than mainstream news outlets, despite having no

has removed a total of 3,843 accounts for possible

understanding of the target audience. Mobile users

journalists.

affiliation with the Russian company, Internet

access information on a small screen, using one

Research Agency, according to CEO Jack Dorsey.

or two fingers, and nobody looks at a user manual

How much is your privacy worth?

give businesses direct contact with customers

Facebook has said it would have to charge its

Keeping an eye on your wallet when you’re

Facebook deleted more than 270 accounts in April,

anymore. This presents a significant challenge to

users if the site did not use personal data to target

online and offline

in addition to 470 similar accounts and pages that

software developers when building user interface

adverts. ‘Our service depends on your data,’ the

Google has a ‘secret deal’ with Mastercard that

were removed between June 2015 and August

mock-ups: they must now cater for a very complex

company said. This statement illustrates the social

allows it to track users’ offline shopping habits

2017.

interface design and take the user experience into

network’s conundrum as it grapples with data

and link this data with adverts people see online.

privacy scandals and new laws that require internet

As part of the deal, when a Google user clicks

companies to give their users more control over

consideration. This focus on UI/UX has created new
roles within software development teams.

on an online advert, their activity is recorded

GROW YOUR BUSINESS BY INVESTING
IN UI/UX DESIGN

personal data. Social media users themselves

on a database, even if they don’t buy that item.

HUGO HUMAN

As smart watches and virtual reality gain

have also wrestled with the concept: surveys have

However, if they use their Mastercard to buy

found as few as 10% of Americans would pay for

the item at a physical store within one month of

User interface and user experience design (UI/

will have to include additional input such as voice

Facebook, while 51% don’t think it is acceptable

clicking on the ad, Google sends a report to the

UX) is the process of creating an interface to a

commands, body movements and hand gestures.

for the social media site to offer free access in

advertiser. A Mastercard spokeserson revealed that

computer system that makes the user’s interaction

This will inevitably create a need for much

exchange for a profile that’s used to target ads.

Google is given information that includes sales

with that system as efficient and easy as possible.

better image processing and improved artificial

volumes and average purchase size. They denied

The best place to start learning about UI/UX is by

intelligence (AI) to process these different inputs.

Using AI … to fight AI

that data could be used to identify exact purchases

looking at a mobile phone — notice how simple, yet

A newsroom staffed only by artificial intelligence

and said only US users are affected. The Wall Street

powerful, the user interface is. It’s clear why there’s
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commercial acceptance, user interface design

These developments promise that the next couple
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of years will be extremely exciting for user interface

making: ‘If it has wings and a beak, swims and

Data scientists are leveraging the vast amounts of

a clearer understanding of its true nature, let’s start

designers.

quacks, then it is a duck.’

data available through the internet, interconnected

with the problem that it was designed to solve.

devices and the processing power of cloud

WHAT WILL THE MACHINES LEARN?

Now, imagine teaching a child how to identify a

computing to ‘teach’ their machines and let them

Providing a reliable and scalable platform to host

CORNE PRINSLOO

duck. You could define thousands of rules they can

gain experience.

software applications is a challenging endeavour.

apply to do so, but it would be much more effective

The traditional approach to this challenge was for

Humans are the most intelligent creatures we

to expose them to a flock of ducks and let them

Most parents attempt to tailor the information and

know of. Most humans can function intelligently

form their own associations from the experience.

experiences their children learn from to influence the the servers, storage and networks that power their

and independently, and learn to solve complex

Machine learning (ML), a subset of AI, is a

child’s development for the better. The internet, on

technical problems that threaten their existence.

technology that supports the quest to create AI.

the other hand, is an untamed jungle of information. an organisation’s ability to respond to growth

On a biological level, the incentive for solving these

Machine learning technologies are essentially

This jungle contains almost every variety of human

opportunities: the demand for greater processing

problems is quite simple: innovate or die.

algorithms that allow a computer to gain

opinion and action, from the most despicable to the

power requires costly physical hardware upgrades

experience, then use that experience to become

most praiseworthy.

and involves long lead times. Even if a dedicated

organisations to own their own IT infrastructure —
business applications. But this approach reduces

Learning may be defined as ‘the acquisition of

better at making a good prediction when presented

knowledge or skills through study, experience,

with imperfect data: ‘If it looks (more or less) like a

As machine learning algorithms learn from the data

are still performance and cost inefficiencies. In both

or being taught. ’ Artificial Intelligence (AI) is

duck, swims (more or less) like a duck and quacks

that people provide through the internet, so these

cases, inefficiencies arise from wasted potential

the quest to create software that can learn as

(more or less) like a duck, then it is probably a

artificially intelligent systems become better at

— an entire server performs a specific task that

humans do. In order to create AI, computer

duck.’

interpreting data and drawing conclusions that seem

uses only a small subset of its capabilities, and the

correct to them.

capabilities of the operating system.

gain experience. The process of gaining experience

Herein lies the challenge: humans are not only

The cloud offers a solution to this problem. It

Until recently, so-called intelligence in computer

is similar to what humans go through. Children

cognitive beings but also emotive beings. We have

is a platform that provides a variety of scalable

systems was implemented mostly as discrete

learn by pondering the inputs they perceive,

biases. We are unrelenting and we are kind. Our

services. Each service has a specific purpose and

decision trees, using if-this-then-that decision

imitating those inputs in their behaviour, then

decisions are not always ‘correct’.

is tailormade for its intended use. It can also

1

scientists combine several technologies, including a
technology called machine learning.

hosting company supplies the infrastructure, there

Importantly, machines need lots of information to

Figure 1 - Artificial intelligence, machine learning
and deep learning. Source: Quora

reflecting on the reactions to their

scale computational or storage resources up or

behaviour. A baby, for example,

We may well be heading to a future where artificial

down, as required. For example, increasing the

needs to hear the word ‘mama’

intelligence is able to mimic our digital behaviour

computational capacity of a website during peak

thousands of times in order to

and quite literally reflect humanity’s data-based self.

hours and reducing capacity during off-peak

learn it and speak the magic

Which raises the question: Will humanity have the

hours. This enables software solutions that are

word back to their elated parent.

emotional intelligence to learn from what we may

closely integrated with the platform service to

see?

use resources efficiently. The service level can be

Technologies used in machine

dynamically scaled, in real time, to provide optimal
performance in a cost-efficient manner.

require enormous amounts of

HOW THE CLOUD ENABLES FLEXIBLE,
EFFICIENT ORGANISATIONS

data to learn from. With more

NEIL KOTZE

Cloud platforms saw phenomenal growth in

learning do exactly that, but

data, machines are better able
to ‘connect the dots’.
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/learning
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adoption and revenue through 2017 and the first
When studying physical clouds, most people would

half of 2018. Azure, the Microsoft cloud platform,

see a different picture. Similarly, the term ‘the cloud’ experienced significant growth over the last year
tends to lend itself to varied understanding. To give

(FY17 Q3, 93%; FY17 Q4, 97%; FY18 Q1, 90%;
PAGE 11 - MACROTRENDS - THIRD QUARTER 2018

FY18 Q2, 98%.) Driving this growth is a worldwide

services and better conformance to protection of

move by organisations across industries to leverage

personal information legislation.

the agility, cost effectiveness and access to
disruptive technologies that the platform provides.

The cloud solves the flexibility and cost
effectiveness problems of the past. It is ushering

Azure also allows organisations to implement a

in a new era, one where individuals and

hybrid cloud strategy that integrates cloud solutions

organisations alike have access to a variety of

with their on-site infrastructure. This allows for a

powerful technologies and can dynamically scale

smoother transition to the cloud for organisations

their products and solutions. An experienced and

with significant local infrastructure investments.

trusted software partner is valuable in helping
organisations develop a cloud strategy and leverage

In 2018, Microsoft will activate two Azure data

the services and technologies available to provide

centres in South Africa, in Johannesburg and Cape

business value. A sound strategy will help them

Town. This will enable a faster connection to Azure

realise the benefits offered by cloud platforms.
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